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About This Game

Nova wing a fast scrolling space shooter for up to 2 players. Fly through the many levels defeating the many swarms of aliens,
Bosses and other assorted defences. Collect energy from the defeated aliens to help upgrade your own ship.

Key Features

Play with other players on your LAN ( local area network ), Or two players on the same PC.

Collect energy as you play allowing you to upgrade your ship.

Multiple firing patterns available.

Twin-stick or Single-stick mode, Control your ship and shoot through the cross-hairs in twin-stick mode, Or simply set it
to a straight up shooter.

Finger saving options available with the Auto-fire mode.

Achievable achievements in a reasonable playtime.

Compare your scores to your friends and other steam players.

**Note:-
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For two players on the same PC at least one player will need to use a controller.
Two Player Lan requires 100 Mbps for a smooth experience. The quality of your network will effect the smoothness of your

gaming experience, players must also operate at the same aspect ratio, As to avoid stretching or compression on the client
machine.
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Title: Nova Wing
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sub Orbital Software
Publisher:
Sub Orbital Software
Franchise:
Sub Orbital Software
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2018
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Short, Cheap and functional.
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